
Krispy Kreme Goes For Gold 

Strawberry Frosted:
When first looking at this donut I am very overjoyed, When first looking at this donut I am very overjoyed, 

the color is on point and the sprinkles add a nice the color is on point and the sprinkles add a nice 
touch. The taste, sadly, is not as plaeasing. The dough, touch. The taste, sadly, is not as plaeasing. The dough, 
itself, tastes more spongy than the rest and does not itself, tastes more spongy than the rest and does not 

have the texture of a normal glazed donut. The straw-have the texture of a normal glazed donut. The straw-
berry frosting may be even worse! The frosting tastes berry frosting may be even worse! The frosting tastes 
very artifiical and fake. When trying this donut I was very artifiical and fake. When trying this donut I was 
excited to taste a donut mixed with a strawberrry. I excited to taste a donut mixed with a strawberrry. I 

was saddened when that was not the eperience I was was saddened when that was not the eperience I was 
filled with. Because of the taste I would have to give it filled with. Because of the taste I would have to give it 

a 4/10. a 4/10. 

Chocolate Frosted:
The donut, itself, is very basic but pleasing. I believe The donut, itself, is very basic but pleasing. I believe 
this donut could have been better. For instance, the this donut could have been better. For instance, the 
dough was harder than normal. The icing even fell dough was harder than normal. The icing even fell 
off the donut on the first bite. Even though the tex-off the donut on the first bite. Even though the tex-

ture was not great the flavor was powerful and accu-ture was not great the flavor was powerful and accu-
rate. The chocolate was rich and had chrunch from rate. The chocolate was rich and had chrunch from 

the sprinkles on top. However, after one day this the sprinkles on top. However, after one day this 
donut was not great anymore. Donuts will always be donut was not great anymore. Donuts will always be 

best the first day, but I still expect the same donut best the first day, but I still expect the same donut 
throughout. Overall I would give this donut a 6/10.throughout. Overall I would give this donut a 6/10.

Jelly Filled::
Honestly the donut is not pleasing to the naked Honestly the donut is not pleasing to the naked 

eye. However, the donut is very good. The dough eye. However, the donut is very good. The dough 
was the perfect texture and the raspberry jelly was the perfect texture and the raspberry jelly 

adds a nice touch. I think the combination goes adds a nice touch. I think the combination goes 
really well together and has to be one of my favor-really well together and has to be one of my favor-
ite donuts. After one day this donut held its shape ite donuts. After one day this donut held its shape 
the best and stayed soft instead of going hard like the best and stayed soft instead of going hard like 
most donuts. I personally would have to give this most donuts. I personally would have to give this 

donut a 9/10.donut a 9/10.

Donuts to be reviewed; Strawberry Frosted, Chocolate Frosted, and Raspberry Jelly Filled.
Prices: $0.99 per donut or $7.99 per dozen.


